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Relationship between phase shift and energy dissipation in tapping-mode
scanning force microscopy

Javier Tamayo and Ricardo Garcı́aa)
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~Received 20 July 1998; accepted for publication 16 September 1998!

Force curves taken during a load–unload cycle show the presence of a hysteresis loop. The area
enclosed by the loop is used to measure the energy dissipated by the tip-sample interaction in
tapping-mode scanning force microscopy. The values of the energy loss obtained from force curves
are compared with the results derived from a model based on phase shift measurements. The
agreement obtained between both methods demonstrates that for the same operating conditions, the
higher the phase shift the larger the amount of energy dissipated by the tip-sample interaction. It also
confirms the prediction that phase-contrast images can only arise if there are tip-sample inelastic
interactions. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!03646-8#
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The dynamic operation of a scanning force microsco
~SFM! was introduced to minimize tip-sample deformati
and, in some cases, to improve spatial resolution with res
to contact SFM operation.1–3 The tapping mode,4 also known
as intermittent contact mode, is arguably the most exten
dynamic SFM mode. There, the cantilever-tip ensemble
oscillated at a frequency close to its resonance. At one en
each oscillation the tip strikes the sample. The sample
imaged while the oscillation amplitude, usually called ta
ping amplitude, is kept at a constant value. The very sm
lateral force exerted on the sample explains its ability
image compliant materials.5

Tapping-mode SFM is also relevant because it has in
duced phase contrast imaging. There, the measurement o
difference between the phase angle of the excitation sig
and the phase angle of the cantilever response is used to
compositional variations in heterogeneous samples.5–7 This
mode is usually called phase-contrast or phase shift imag
Despite its wide experimental use, only a few models h
been provided to explain the origin and the meaning of
contrast obtained in phase images.8–11

In previous papers, we have shown that phase-con
images are associated with the presence of tip-sample in
tic interactions.10,11Recently, Clevelandet al.have proposed
an expression for the power dissipated by the cantilever
ensemble.12 This expression establishes a relationship
tween the sine of the phase shift and the power loss. H
ever, a direct comparison between the energy dissipated
the results deduced from phase shift measurements ha
been provided.

In this letter, force curves taken during a loading
unloading cycle are used to measure the energy dissip
per period in tapping mode SFM. The dominant feature
vealing nonconservative processes is the presence of a
teresis loop in a representation of the force versus tip
placement. The area enclosed by the loop represents
energy dissipated per cycle. This energy is compared w
the values obtained from a model based on phase shift m
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surements. The agreement obtained between both re
confirms the prediction that phase-contrast images can
arise if there are tip-sample inelastic interactions.10 It also
supports the interpretation of phase images as maps of
ergy dissipation.12

The experiments were performed using commerc
SFM electronics and software. All measurements have b
made in air at relative humidity of 35%. A silicon cantileve
with a spring constantk of 45 N/m, resonance frequencyf 0

of 356 kHz and quality factorQ of 270640 was used. The
cantilever was excited at its resonance frequency.

We have chosen patches of purple membranes~PM! de-
posited on highly oriented pyrolitic graphite~HOPG! as the
sample to perform the experimental measurements. T
sample provides a heterogeneous surface formed by pro
membranes~low elastic modulus! surrounded by the graphit
surface~large elastic modulus!.

A 10 ml drop of an aqueous suspension containing
mg/ml of PM was sprayed onto a piece (5 mm35 mm) of
HOPG. With no further preparation the sample was int
duced into the SFM chamber. Experimental details ab
sample preparation can be found elsewhere.13

Figure 1 shows a phase image of a PM patch on HOP
The diagonal lines show the presence of monoatomic
multiatomic steps on the graphite. A large membrane oc
pies the central region of the image while two small fra
ments are seen on the right. The phase shift on the HOP
about 10° higher than on the membrane. The phase sh
also independent of the thickness of the membrane.

To measure the energy dissipated by the tip-sam
forces during tapping-mode, SFM, force curves were tak
First, the cantilever’s deflection dependence on the
sample separation was recorded~feedback mechanism wa
turned off!. The force is deduced by multiplying the cantile
ver’s deflection by its spring constant. The deflection w
measured while the cantilever-tip ensemble was approac
and then retracted from the sample at 40 Hz~loading–
unloading cycle!. We have assumed that the force curves
not depend on the loading–unloading frequency.

Figure 2 shows the force curves obtained in the regi
marked by crosses in Fig. 1. The attractive forces are la
il:
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on the graphite regions than on the PM, however they sh
similar features. The load–unload curves overlap in the
pulsive force region. This suggests a repulsive tip-sam
interaction dominated by the elastic properties of the sam
~the elastic modulus of the tip is several times higher than
modulus of the sample!. Overall, these force curves are cha
acteristic of tip-sample interactions dominated by long-ran
forces with neither mechanical instabilities associated w
the cantilever nor long-range plastic deformations.14

Major differences between loading and unloading fo
curves are found in the region dominated by attract
forces. This is indicative that the energy loss is dominated
hysteresis in the adhesion energy and/or capillary forces.

FIG. 1. Phase-contrast image of a purple membrane on graphite. The p
shift is 10.560.5° higher on graphite than on the membrane. This shif
independent of the number of membranes piled up. The thickness of a s
membrane is about 5 nm.A0543 nm, At534 nm, k545 N/m, f 5 f 0

5356 KHz, andQ5270. The crosses mark the sites where the force cur
were measured.

FIG. 2. Force vs tip-sample separation on a purple membrane~a! and graph-
ite ~b!. The arrows indicate the direction of the relative tip-sample displa
ment. The area enclosed between load–unload curves is the energy
pated. The energies dissipated on the purple membrane and on the gr
are 160620 and 480620 eV, respectively.
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area enclosed by the force curves represents the energy
sipated by the tip-sample interaction,Ets. This givesEts of
480620 eV for HOPG and 160620 eV for PM. Those val-
ues are about two orders of magnitude larger than the en
needed to break a single covalent bond. These experim
have been performed with tips of curvature radius of ab
60 nm. The loss of energy is spread out over a contact a
involving about 2000 atoms. As a consequence, the ene
dissipated per bond is a about 0.1 eV for PM and 0.25 eV
graphite. It seems reasonable to assume that energy is b
dissipated without material removal.

Next, we have determined the energy deduced fr
phase shift measurements. A relationship between the p
shift and the energy dissipated in tapping mode SFM is
tained by considering that in the steady state the exte
energy (Eext) supplied to the cantilever must equal the e
ergy dissipated via hydrodynamic viscous interactions w
the environment~air! and by the tip-sample interaction

Eext5Eair1Edis. ~1!

From this equation and under the assumption of a si
soidal cantilever response,12 an expression that relates th
phase shift angle~w! to the energy dissipated by the tip
sample interactionsEdis per period is deduced

sin w5
f

f 0

At~ f !

A0
1

QEdis

pkA0At~ f !
, ~2!

wheref and f 0 are the excitation and natural frequencies
the cantilever, respectively.At andA0 are the tapping and the
free amplitude, respectively.

The phase shift versus the tapping amplitude is plotted
Fig. 3. The experiments were performed with a free am
tude of A0543 nm. The range ofAt shown involves tip-
sample intermittent contact. The measurements were
formed on the regions marked by crosses in Fig. 1. T
experimental data were derived from the phase shift ver
distance and amplitude versus distance curves taken sim
neously~not shown!. The phase shift decreases withAt in
both PM and HOPG@first term of Eq. ~2!#, however this
decrease is larger on the membrane. This reflects the in
ence of the second term of Eq.~2!.

The continuous line represents the theoretical simula
obtained from Eq.~2!. The fitting parameter used wasEdis.
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FIG. 3. Phase shift dependence on the tapping amplitude for the memb
~triangles! and for the graphite~circles!. The solid lines are the results ob
tained from Eq.~2! Instrumental data,f / f 051, A0543 nm,k545 N/m, and
Q5270.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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Values ofEdis5180 eV andEdis5510 eV were obtained fo
the membrane and the graphite, respectively. It is worth n
ing that the numerical as well as the shape agreement
tained between the experimental and simulated data ove
tapping amplitude range explored. More importantly, t
above estimation is close to the data obtained from fo
curves (Ets5160 eV andEts5480 eV, respectively!. This
agreement is a direct demonstration of the relationship
tween the phase shift and the energy loss established in
~2!. Phase shift and force curves were also taken in 64
ferent regions of the image to check for the homogeneity
the data. Similar results were obtained.

The local processes responsible for the hysteresis
served in the force curves are still not identified. It is like
in the contribution from capillary forces and/or adhesion e
ergy hysteresis,15 however, neither the experimental me
surements nor the model made any assumptions abou
nature of the inelastic processes. As a consequence, the
clusions derived here have a general character.

In summary, we have measured the energy dissipa
during tapping-mode SFM by analyzing the loading
unloading force hysteresis. The values of the energy obta
from force curves are very similar to those deduced from
model based on phase shift measurements. First, this
firms that phase images can be interpreted as maps of en
dissipation. For the same tapping mode SFM conditions,
higher the phase shift, the larger the amount of energy d
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pated. Second, in the absence of plastic deformation, the
teresis in the force curves is the major source of phase c
trast.
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